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Editorial
Imphal, Monday, July 11, 2016

Premature euphoria
The recent pronouncement made by the Supreme Court on the
status of the most reviled and contested Act – The Armed Forces
Special Powers Act. (AFSPA) once again raised hopes for millions
of people, especially those who have been experiencing untold
misery and excesses of the security forces under the garb of
maintaining law and order. Hailing the apex court ruling as a
landmark for justice to the violated people, many sees the
damning criticism of the Act as an underlining for the need to
revoke it as it has become archaic and has lost its relevance in
today’s society. The Supreme Court have earlier asked the
Manipur government how long the Army should be deployed in
the state and enjoy unaccountable power under the Armed Forces
Special Powers Act (AFSPA) and whether 35 years of the Army’s
presence had improved the law and order situation. All the
euphoria, however should be reserved for now as despite the
strong condemnation for the excesses of the security forces,
the Supreme Court has, on many counts earlier, validated the
imposition of the Act. The representation made by senior
advocate V Giri at the court on behalf of the state government
stated that the law and order situation in Manipur still dictates
the need for continuing with the Act citing the mushrooming of
armed insurgent groups in the state. For those of us who have
sampled the brunt of the audacity of the Act, notions of equality,
fundamental rights and the essence of democracy has been
tainted with suspicion and uncertainty.
The contention of the state government, however, falls flat as
crimes and incidents related to insurgency in Imphal have reduced
considerably since the Act was lifted from seven assembly
constituencies within Imphal municipal area three years ago.
That the imposition of AFSPA can hope to solve or maintain law
and order has been proven wrong in an emphatic manner. That
the mushrooming of armed insurgent groups have more to do
with how the state government and its machinery are feeding
and nurturing various anti-social elements who are feeding off
the fear and uncertainty of the public, profiteering from the
fear psychosis which have been so deeply ingrained in the minds
of the people from the relentless experiences and witnesses of
horrific and frightening incidents of violence, torture and deaths
from uncomfortably close quarters for almost four decades and
still counting.
The atrocities, excessive and often unwarranted use of force
need to stop. As long as the Act is in place, no amount of judicial
remedy or legal punishment will ever hope to make up for, negate
or curb the instincts of those who have been trained and prepped
for action. Only the total absence of the Act will make the armed
forces realize the vulnerability of their position and therefore
necessitate the adoption of more conventional and peoplefriendly methods to maintain order, and in the process might
even uncover ways to win the trust and cooperation of the public.

One soldier killed at LoC,
infiltration bid foiled
Srinagar, July 11: A soldier was
killed on Monday along the LoC in
Jammu and Kashmir’s Kupwara
district when the army battled
guerrillas who tried to sneak in from
Pakistan.
Defence ministry sources told IANS
that a group of heavily armed

terrorists tried to breach the Line of
Control (LoC) to sneak into India in
Keran sector, triggering a fierce
battle.
“A soldier has been martyred in the
ongoing operation,” an official said.
“The infiltration bid has been
foiled.”
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More than 8 lakh additional hospital
beds required in Northeast.......
Heighted in the statement, the two
day summit discussed on various
problems in the Health Sector in the
North Eastern States including shortage of trained medical
manpower, providing access to
sparsely populated, remote, far flung
areas, improvement of Governance
in the Health sector, need for
improved quality of health services
and making effective and full
utilization of existing resources.

The summit also highlighted the
emerging opportunities for health
care in areas like medical value
tourism and alternative &
complimentary medicine, which
aimed at mainstreaming of AYUSH
(Ayurveda, Yoga, Unani, Siddha,
and Homeopathy) systems and the
revitalization of Local Health
Traditions (LHT) within the policy
on medical pluralism currently being
implemented in the entire country.
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Cultural Capitalism through caste system
The longest ever reigning beautifully diseased dirtiest politics
among pseudo religious ritualistic crazy creatures
By : Westwood Oinam
Singjamei Oinam Thingel
When I came to know that the
richest nations like the united
kingdom in the past in conquering
the whole world and the united
states in the present in dominating
the whole globe plays dirty politics
with other nations but not in their
nation , why is it that Hindustan or
India even though she is not rich
in wealth like the united kingdom
and the united states is sick playing
the dirtiest politics in self raciest
and self ill-discriminating ways of
inequality and conformity
continuing for thousands and
thousands of years till today
producing the maximum number of
poorest, uneducated and ignorantpleasured people. The answer lies
within her historical addiction in
manipulation and pollution of
cultures for separatist social
identity that she became one of the
richest culturally customised
nation or a nation irrationally
industrialised with cultural
capitalism that cannot ever since
be compared its richness in culture
by overproduction by any other
nations in the world that made her
citizens possessed completely by
the extreme pride in playing with

the dirtiest psychological shit.
since the caste system, the real life
movie of gods and goddesses were
discovered and applied in cultural
manipulations and consecrated
pollution of caste discrimination
by pagan priest later known as
Hindu priest or Hindu Brahmins
after in filtering the Brahmans
sexually n order to inherit them and
their professional title through
blood over professionally
dedicated moral ethical culture of
Vedas and crate a religion of
monopolised identity focussed
self racist and self ill discriminating
unequal caste permanent
inheritance in order to convert the
human social class system into a
culturally immortal single human
body of slowly replaceable mind
through blood inheritance
completely controlled and
administered by principles of
paganism beauty created by
Hindu priest over Brahmanism
moral ethical culture initially
known as harami of Indus or
polluters of Indus civilization or
Hindus and their religion as
Hinduism successfully and
completely hijacked. The
Brahmans, the Vedas, cow. women
and children and completely

poisoned
and
polluted
psychologically the whole Indus
civilization with beautifully
addictive rituals to successfully
hijack the untouchables and the
out caste permanently through the
creation untouchability so that
Hindu priest permanently remains
the crown of Hindus and become
cultural capitalist in the future by
making the majority higher caste
Hindus madly attracted with
distinguished consecrated holy
maniac self raciest individuals and
made them identity thirsty
followers and leaders reproducing
cultural discrimination and
diversification leading to the
creation and overproduction of
polluted new cultures unfiltered
and always led by Hindu priest
spreading
and
making
communicable the disease in other
religions in India with Hindu priest
inheritors as pioneers acting as
Brahmans of blood like creating
bloody beautiful cultures that
make humans evolve like insects
as they are continually misled by
unprofessional and undisciplined
priest in the name of religion of
identity creating the play ground
of the dirtiest politics of the richest
cultured nation where very real

Brahman like swami Vivekananda
and Gandhi ran way from among
their own community like in the
past. many like Buddha and many
other riches ran away from hindus
and live alone in jungles before the
evolution of Hinduism, but they
were and are always hijacked after
their death in the form of
sculptures celebration and not in
their principles by Hindu
politicians like Hindu priest who
completely replaced the Brahmans
through infiltration, blood
inheritance, pollution and
corruption of spiritualism proving
themselves in history that
selfishness was, is and will be the
greatest achievement through the
cultural producing holy wood
industry Hinduism culturally
customised to be led by
distinguished parasites, climbers
and weeds permanently through
fraudulent ritualistic consecration,
prohibition and incest addictive
inter-caste marriage to keep the
blood royalty law of in equality
inheritance of professional title
reign permanently over mass
quality education in developing
professional moral ethical culture
to co-ordinate every human social
class with laws of equality.

National & International News

PM Narendra Modi holds talks with Kenyan President
Nairobi, July 11: Prime Minister
Narendra Modi today held talks with
Kenyan President Uhuru Kenyatta
on a wide range of issues aimed at
boosting ties in the African
continent, particularly in the
economic sphere.
Modi, who arrived here yesterday on
the final leg of his four-nation Africa
tour, was accorded ceremonial guard

of honour at the State House here.
“The fourth welcome in 5 days, PM
@narendramodi receives ceremonial
honours at the State House in
Nairobi,” External Affairs Ministry
Spokesperson Vikas Swarup
tweeted.
He earlier paid tributes to Mzee Jomo
Kenyatta, the first president of
Kenya and a towering political figure

of Africa.
“Homage to a great son of Africa, a
friend of India. PM lays wreath at
Mausoleum of Jomo Kenyatta, 1st
Prez of Kenya,” Swarup said.
Ahead of the visit, the Prime
Minister had said, “India-Kenya ties
have stood the test of time. Both our
nations have had very strong
people-to-people ties and both

nations have successfully fought
colonialism in the previous century.”
He visited Mozambique, South
Africa and Tanzania before arriving
here.
The focus of the African tour is on
deepening cooperation in areas of
hydrocarbons, maritime security,
trade and investment, agriculture
and food.

Pak expresses shock over killing of Hizbul commander Wani
PTI
Islamabad, July 11: Pakistan has
expressed shock over the killing
of Hizbul Mujahideen commander
Burhan Wani in an encounter in
Kashmir
and
deplored
“oppressive measures” and
“excessive” force used against
civilians in the latest wave of
violence in the Valley.
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, who
has been under attack from the
opposition for remaining “silent”
over the killing of protesters in
Kashmir, came out with a late night
statement condemning the action
of Indian security forces.
“The Prime Minister of Pakistan
has expressed his deep shock at
the killing of Kashmiri leader

Monsoon Session of
Chhattisgarh assembly
begins today
ANI
Raipur, July 11: The monsoon
session of Chhattisgarh Assembly will
begin today. The session will
conclude on July 19 with a total of
seven sittings.
During nine day session, Chief
Minister Raman Singh will present the
first supplementary budget for fiscal
2016-17.
As per reports, change in political
equations after former chief minister
Ajit Jogi’s exit from opposition
Congress is likely to be reflected in
the Monsoon Session of
Chhattisgarh Vidhan Sabha.
The main opposition Congress will try
to corner the ruling Bharatiya Janata
Party Government by raising several
issues including deteriorating law and
order situation in the state capital
Raipur, alleged payoffs in purchase
of Agusta Helicopter, irregularities in
paddy procurement and relief for
drought affected farmers.
Besides, a couple of amendment bills
are also likely to come up for
discussion during the short session.

Burhan Wani and many other
civilians by the Indian military
and paramilitary forces,” Sharif’s
office said in the statement.
The Prime Minister said it was
“deplorable that excessive and
unlawful force was used against
the civilians” who were
protesting against the killing of
Wani.
“Oppressive measures such as
these cannot deter the valiant
people of Jammu and Kashmir
from their demand of exercising
their right to self-determination
in accordance with the UN
Security Council resolutions,” he
said.
Expressing concern over the
detention of Kashmiri separatist

leaders, Sharif said India should
fulfil its human rights obligations
as well as its commitments under
the United Nations Security
Council resolutions.
The death toll in the clashes
between protesters and security
forces in Kashmir mounted to 23,
as normal life remained paralysed
for the third day today in the
Valley due to curfew-like
restrictions and separatistssponsored strike in the wake of
the killing of Wani in an encounter
on Friday.
Most of the separatist leaders,
including Syed Ali Shah Geelani,
Mirwaiz Umer Farooq and
Mohammad Yasin Malik, are either
in custody or under house arrest.

Pakistan People’s Party (PPP)
chairman Bilawal Bhutto Zardari
has alleged that “Sharif-Modi
friendship”
was
causing
“irreparable damage” to the
Kashmir issue.
“While Muslims celebrated Eid-ul
Fitr across the world, our Kashmiri
brethren marked the day of
festivities amid violence carried
out by the Indian army,” Bilawal
said in a statement yesterday.
He accused Sharif of damaging the
foreign policy by giving his Indian
counterpart Narendra Modi a
“certificate of friendship”.
“Sharif is jeopardising the
Kashmir issue by building his
association with the Indian prime
minister,” he said.

Seven trains diverted, one cancelled as
Surat-Nandurbar MEMU train derails
ANI
Nandurbar, July 11: As many as
seven trains were diverted and
one was cancelled due to the
coach derailment of SuratNandurbar MEMU train, near
Nandurbar in Maharashtra on
Monday.
Two coaches of Surat-Nandurbar
MEMU derailed last night as the
railway track got washed out due
to very heavy rains last night.
However, there have been no
casualties and restoration work
is currently underway.
Heavy rain lashed almost all parts
of Maharashtra including
Marathwada, Konkan and

Vidarbha on Sunday, affecting
normal life.
Heavy rain was also recorded in
the catchment areas of major
dams in almost all the districts of
the state.
The heavy rain has also affected
the traffic on Mumbai Goa
highway as trees fell on the road
at several places.
The Met Department has
predicted heavy rainfall in
Konkan
and
Madhya
Maharashtra, Marathwada and
Vidarbha regions during the next
24 hours.
The heavy rains have also
triggered flood in the Godavari

River in Nasik.
In Nasik, 165 milimetre rain has
been registered so far as
compared to the average 154
milimetre in the month of July.
The district administration has
issued warning to the people
residing near the bank of the
Godavari river.
In Satara, heavy rains continued
to lash normal life and claimed
one life in the district.
The incessant heavy downpour
has severely affected the traffic
on Mumbai Goa Highway and the
condition of the road has become
worse due to large potholes at
various places.

UNSC asks neighboring countries for help on S. Sudan
United Nations, July 11: The
United Nations Security Council
pressed South Sudan’s neighbors
to help end renewed fighting in the
capital, asking for additional
peacekeepers.
In a unanimous declaration

yesterday, the council’s 15 member
countries also demanded that
President Salva Kiir and his Vice
President Riek Machar “do their
utmost to control their respective
forces, urgently end the fighting
and prevent the spread of violence,

and genuinely commit themselves
to the full and immediate
implementation of the peace
agreement, including the
permanent
ceasefire
and
redeployment of military forces
from Juba.
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